Results of SBPLGC/ESGC Tournament at Los Verdes
Golfers,
Thank you for participating in the ESGC tournament at Los Verdes on Wednesday. Results are
listed below but we want to ask for your feedback on the tournament (tournament format,
tournament marshal, course, etc.) so that we can continually improve. In particular, thank you all
for keeping pace of play! Los Verdes is known as one of the slower playing courses. Of the 11
out of 13 scorecards recording start and ending times (as requested for all groups!!), the first half
of the field finished in 4 1/2 to less than 5 hours and the remaining half finished between 5 to 5
hours and 15 minutes. In fact, Los Verdes was impressed by our pace of play (even surprised!).
Overall, we had 52 players, 11 from SBPLGC and 41 from ESGC. Of the total field, we had 11
Women and 41 Men. All had official GHINs except for 2 Callaway players. Note that we will
post scores for ESGC members who have SCGA membership through our Club; others should
post their own adjusted scores as tournament scores.
Our next SBPLGC/ESGC tournament is on Wednesday, July 22, at Lakewood, with consecutive
tee times starting at 8am. Look for notification from your Club about the middle or latter part of
June.
Except for the "Money Hole," all of the following prizes will be emailed Golfsmith certificates.
Congratulations to our prize winners!
Gross:





#1: Dell Consalvo with Gross 79 ($50)
#2: Jerry Johnson with Gross 80 ($40)
#3: Dave Danzer with Gross 83 ($30)
Tie for #4: Carl Haglund and Brian Murphy with 84 ($20 each)

Net:





#1: Jack Doukakis with Net 63 ($50)
#2: Ralf Stier with Net 65 ($40)
#3: Brian Murphy with Net 66 (($30)
Tie for #4: Christine Bucklin, Carl Haglund, and Bill Kaiser with Net 67 ($20 each)

Callaway (only 2 Players): #1 Mike McAllister with Callaway 75 ($10)
Skill Prizes:




Closest on #3: Carl Haglund ($25)
Closest on #5: Bill Watkins ($25)
Closest on #12 ("Money Hole"): Steve Zilk ($230)

Since we may not have all email addresses, please ensure that this message is forwarded to those
in your playing group.
Thank you,
John Gutt, Tournament Chair
El Segundo Golf Club

